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JOB DESCRIPTION 

 

JOB TITLE:  Senior Pattern Cutter 

DEPARTMENT:   Design and Development 

LOCATION:  Production, Edmonton, London N9 

REPORTS TO:  Head of Development & Design 

DIRECT REPORTS:  Intern (shared with QC) 

 

WORKS CLOSELY WITH: 

 

Internal: Cutter, Sample machinists, Shirtline and Sample Manager, Finisher, Senior Production Manager, 

Designers and Coordinators (garment & fabric) 

 

External: Grader, Digital Grade House 

 

 

MAIN PURPOSE OF JOB.  

Produce patterns from first toile through to bulk production for all Mainline shirts, collaborating with 

designers and development & production teams, to enable each collection to be delivered on time 

according to the seasonal plan. 

 

MAIN DUTIES 

 

- Attend pattern briefings with designers to ensure the accurate interpretation of their 

sketches to create and cut patterns for all shirts for the Mainline range. When required, 

create initial patterns and toiles for other categories eg dresses, jackets. 

 

- Demonstrate absolute precision in the cutting of the patterns to make toiles, either by hand 

or digitally. 

 

- Prepare accurate dockets to brief the cutter and sample machinists and liaise with them on 

alterations to patterns to help make the production of garments more efficient. 

 

- Fit shirt toiles and samples with designers and undertake pattern alterations in preparation 

for the production samples, providing measurement charts in advance. 

 

- Oversee manufacture of samples, proto, SMS, gold and red seals for Edmonton Shirtline 

according to design specification on trim, wash and fabrication in line with the critical path, 

suggesting appropriate interlinings. 

 

- Provide altered patterns and sample packs for other shirt manufacturers. 

 

-  Produce full graded specifications, card production patterns with shrinkage added if 

required, and liaise with external grader to produce full graded sets. 
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- Complete charts to track patterns, maintaining up to date records including cataloguing all 

patterns created for future reference to inform the design process. 

 

- Organise and keep track of thread matches for shirts and sourced patterns for reference. 

 

- Provide support and recommend solutions to patterns and garment tech during fitting 

sessions and make amendments. 

 

-  Attend all sample fittings for the whole woven collection, offering support on pattern 

amendments. 

 

- Follow the Red seal process as set out in company procedures. 

 

- Work on special project styles for TSI to be produced by Edmonton Shirtline, amending 

patterns created by Japanese team to fit in accordance with Shirtline requirements, and 

following development and production critical path for these styles. 

 

- Undertake the pattern cutting for and provide advice to any special projects developed to 

meet business needs, for example Nightwear or external collaborations. 

 

- Ensure all administration associated with the role is kept up to date and accessible on 

relevant spreadsheets and databases. 

 

- Develop, supervise and mentor the Production and Pattern Assistant during their internship, 

delegating tasks so they develop agreed skills. 

 

 

 

PERSON SPECIFICATION 

 

Essential 

 

- Significant previous experience as a pattern cutter for high end shirts. 

- Can work across menswear and womenswear. 

- Ability to work with card and digital patterns (e.g. Gerber). 

- Excellent eye and attention to detail. 

- Ability to act on own initiative and recommend improvements or changes. 

- Ability to work collaboratively with key stakeholders, designers, quality control and rest of 

production team to meet deadlines. 

- High level computer literacy, particularly Office package (including Excel), SAP and WFX (or 

equivalent) 

- Excellent communication skills, both written and verbal. 

- Proven experience of preparing patterns to agreed critical paths for design and production 

and identifying priorities. 

- Experience of supervising and mentoring staff to enable their development. 

- Willingness to “go the extra mile” on behalf of the company. 

- Solution oriented 
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Desirable 

 

- Genuine interest in and passion for the Margaret Howell brand  

 

  

Main terms and conditions of employment 

- A competitive salary based on experience and skills 

- 4 weeks holiday plus normal bank holidays, increasing to 5 weeks with service 

- Hours: 35 hours per week, Monday to Friday 

- Location:  6 Central Way, London N9 OAP 

- Significant staff discount on purchases  

- Clothing Allowance 

- Life insurance 

- Contributory pension scheme 


